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#STORYU
5-DAY INSTAGRAM STORIES TRAINING
WITH JILL COLEMAN
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HOUSEKEEPING
• Monday: Live training
• Tuesday: Homework delivered to your inbox in the AM
• Wednesday: Homework delivered to your inbox, Live training
• Thursday: Homework delivered to your inbox
• Friday: Homework delivered to your inbox
• WHAT WE’RE COVERING: How to use IG stories to build raving fans, high engagement
and move followers toward customers
• WHAT WE’RE NOT COVERING: how to use Instagram or technology-–I expect that you
will click around, spend time learning the interface, practice
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E – EDUCATE/TEACH
• IG Story Mini-trainings!
• Face-to-camera 6-10 slides with written text on each slide summarizing what you’re saying

• What does this look like?
• Slide #1: Introduce what you’re going to teach and WHY you’re teaching it (social proof?)
• Slides #2-6: Teach a list of things, number them so we can follow along
• Optional slide(s): CTA to do something: DM you, swipe up, go to the link in bio, respond etc. –
provide a NEXT STEP for them

• TIPS for killer Mini-Trainings:
• INFO: Give tactical, actionable advice – tag brands, get specific, action items, tangible things to do
• DELIVERY: Get your energy up! Facial expressions, movement of the hands/face, intonation of
your voice, speed, volume, it should feel conversational not stiff!
• Information needs to be top notch, but it also should be fun/engaging to watch
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E – EDUCATE/TEACH
• IG Story Mini-trainings!
• Face-to-camera 6-10 slides with written text on each slide summarizing what you’re saying

• Tools to help feel your best and get your confidence up:
• Feel good in how you look – this is subjective, put on your ”confident outfit”
• Make sure the lighting is good, we want to see your face! Stand in front of a window (or car)
• OR, use a ring light. I recommend: https://amzn.to/2waW9tW OR https://amzn.to/2T2qzYf
• Composition: put phone at face height or higher to avoid too much neck/chin
• Change up use of filters: some regular and some with filters, but NOT all filters all the time
• Use geotags and swipes and polls and gifs
• PRACTICE! This is the worst you’ll ever be, and this is the smallest your audience will ever be
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S – SALES CONTENT
• Why is this important?
• How do people know how they can work with you if you don’t talk about your services?

• What does this look like?
• Contextual mentions of your programs/coaching
• Announcements of program opens – tell people where to go – be specific!
• Talking head or written posts

• Screenshots from programs/sales pages
• CTAs to DM you, direct people to your IG bio
• Exclusivity language for who you work with/who it’s for
• “Marketing around the marketing”

• How often?
• 1:1 CTAs versus “open and closed cart” launches
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S – SALES CONTENT
• Examples: for 1:1 coaching/applications: testimonials, case studies, teasers, ongoing CTAs
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S – SALES CONTENT
• Examples: for 1:1 coaching/applications: testimonials, case studies, teasers, ongoing CTAs
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S – SALES CONTENT
• Examples: for open-closed cart launches: announcements, info/FAQs, social proof, deadlines
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S – SALES CONTENT
• Examples: for open-closed cart launches: announcements, info/FAQs, deadlines + social proof
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S – SALES CONTENT
• So, if we’re doing this right, we should be generating more DMs and interest.
• DM responses can show up in a variety of ways:
1.

General responses of agreement/ambiguous: emojis, “me too!” or similar

2.

Open-ended questions and request for info: “here’s my story, any tips?”

3.

Direct inquiries about coaching

• Each kind of interaction requires a different approach
• Remember: the goal is to connect, warm them up and move them toward a sale,
whether in a week, a month or a year
• Also, be a human ;)
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S – SALES CONTENT
1) General responses of agreement/ambiguous: emojis, “me too!” or similar
• Great opportunity to connect and ask general questions:
• ”How are you, girl? What’s new with you?”
• “Hey lady! Saw you and the fam were at Disney! How was it??”
• Extend/add to the convo: “I know, right! It was funny, I was actually thinking …”

• Make a note of this person:
• Stalk their profile (you might have to follow them) to see if they’re an ideal client
• Respond to their stories or comment in their posts
• If they are an ideal client, add them to your Prospects folder in your IG Saved folders
• Put them on your spreadsheet as a warm lead/candidate for private invites
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S – SALES CONTENT
2) Open-ended questions and request for info: “here’s my story, any tips?”
• Validate and ask clarifying questions:
• ”You’re definitely not alone. I work with women all the time who struggle with this. What have you tried in the
past?”
• “I hear you. Ugh, so common. What’s your goal right now?”
• “Totally get it, this can be so frustrating!
• If they ask you for specific help, you can either send to them to a piece of content you’ve already created, OR
you can say, “It really depends, everyone is so different. I’d be happy to jump on a quick call with you and hear
more about where you’re at?”
• It would be a disservice to all involved to start doing coaching for free

• If you go back and forth a few times, and it feels right, ask them to jump on the phone:
• “Hey mama, sounds like you have a lot going on. This is actually the exact thing I help people with, I’d be happy
to jump on a quick call so we can chat more about what’s going on. Lemme know!”
• If they are an ideal client, add them to your Prospects folder in your IG Saved folders
• Put them on your spreadsheet as a warm lead/candidate for private invites
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S – SALES CONTENT
3) Direct inquiries about coaching
• If they ask “Do you do coaching?”
• ”I do! What are you trying to work on right now?”
• “Yes ma’am! Do you have a diet or exercise goal for the next few months?”

• If they ask, “How much is it to coach with you?”
• “Hey there! My rates are different depending on what someone needs. Do you have a specific
fitness or nutrition goal right now?”

• If they say, “Can I hire you?”
• “Hey! I do have a few openings for 1:1 clients right now. I’d like to jump on the phone real
quick to hear where you’re at with things and see if it might be a good fit. Can you c hat for a
few minutes at 10am or 2pm tomorrow?”
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S – SALES CONTENT
Remember:
• We are never in charge of when they decide to invest
• All we’re in charge of is adding value consistently AND …
• … Putting our services and offerings in front of them consistently so they’re aware
• We are in the relationship game, so be a human when you’re interacting with someone
• While I do want you to move them along the sales spectrum, I always want you to see
them as a human and treat them like a friend – you might go back and forth in DM for
years before they purchase!
• BUT, always keep a running list of prospects – when did you last communicate? What
type of program would be good for them? Follow up/connect every 3-6 months.
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QUESTIONS?
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